
 

Rockmax ‘s mission is to provide our best products and best technical services to construction chemical 

industry. We are one of the fast growing and dynamic construction chemical companies. Delivery 

exceptional services and quality projects that add value to our client strategy. 

We produce, supply, export, tailor made and delivery construction chemical products including with :: 

 WATERSTOP 

 Waterproofing 

 CONCRETE REPAIR 

 GROUTING SYSTEM 

 JOINT SEALANTS 

 FLOORING 

 Concrete Admixture 

 Underground Construction 

 Supported material products 

ROCKMAX SWELLING 101  
Rockmax Swelling 101 is a hydrophilic swelling waterstop. The based 

material is bentonite clay with polymer rubber. The product swell when 

contact with water create more than 300% expansion. The release 

bentonite fill void between the two portions of concrete joint. 

 

ROCKMAX SWELLING 201 
Rockmax Swelling 201 is a gun applied, single component, hydro reactive expansion sealant use for all 

kinds of construction joints and pipe penetrations in concrete. 

 

ROCKMAX HYDROSTOP CJ 
Rockmax Hydrostop CJ is hydrophilic rubber sealing material. The product 

can use for construction joints, precast concrete joints and tunnel 

segments. The product comprises of high grade rubber based material and 

special grade resin. Rockmax Hydrostop CJ will expand when contact with 

water to fill up gaps and voids. The material can expand and shrink to its 

original dimension in several times from wet and dry stage cycle. 



 

ROCKMAX STRIP BR 
Rockmax Strip BR is a self adhesive sealing strip waterstop Non Swelling type. 

Its provide watertight for joints both cast in place concrete and precast 

concrete joints. Design to use for non moving joint only. Use in concrete 

structures wall to wall, wall to slab, slab to slab. There is no effect from rain, 

water and wet conditions which may occur during installation. 

ROCKMAX PVC 
Rockmax PVC waterstops are polyvinyl chloride waterstop used in construction, 

movement and expansion concrete joint. Can withstand high water pressure. 

Available in different size and thickness. Can use conjunction with bentonite 

based waterstop or rubber based waterstop. made from new grade pvc. Rockmax 

PVC waterstop can withstand high water pressure in concrete joint. 

ROCKMAX WATERBARS 
Rockmax Waterbars is polyvinyl chloride watersbar produce from high grade 

polyvinyl chloride, special resin, chemical additive and It designed to stop 

passage of water thru expansion, movement or construction joints. 

 

About Us 
Rockmax Company Limited, we are a supplier of construction chemical products for commercial and 

industrial building, municipal infrastructure, heavy industrial, and housing and civil engineering projects. 

The company offers a comprehensive solution that is tailored to meet the construction needs of our 

clients. We ensure high customer satisfaction by providing the utmost in experience and technical 

support, turnkey private label contracts and personal available customer service. Our products range 

includes waterstop, waterproofing, concrete repair, grouting, joint sealants, flooring and all related 

chemicals for construction products. 
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Contact Us 

455/176 Jaransanitwong Road, 

Bangkhunsri, Bangkok noi,  

Bangkok THAILAND  

Mobile 1: +66 86 813 9621 
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